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1. Introduction. Calabi [6] has shown that every orientable hypersurface of F7

possesses an almost complex structure. The properties of these manifolds have been

investigated by Calabi [6], Gray [11], and Yano and Sumitomo [22]. The almost

complex structure, which is a generalization of the one on Se, is defined in terms

of a vector cross product on F7, which is a generalization of the ordinary Gibbs

vector cross product on F3.

In this paper we give a general definition of vector cross product (§2), and then

study vector cross products on manifolds. Vector cross products are interesting

for three reasons : first, they are themselves natural generalizations of the notion of

almost complex structure ; secondly, a vector cross product on a manifold M gives

rise to unusual almost complex structures on certain submanifolds of M; thirdly,

vector cross products provide one approach to the study of Riemannian manifolds

with holonomy group G2 or Spin (7).

Vector cross products on vector spaces have been studied from an algebraic

standpoint in Brown and Gray [5] and from a topological standpoint in Eckmann

[9] and Whitehead [20].

We consider the topological existence of vector cross products on manifolds in

§2. Then in §3 we give conditions for the existence of vector cross products on

vector bundles over CW-complexes in terms of characteristic classes. As an extra

feature of our investigations we determine the behavior of the triality automorphism

of Spin (8) on Spin characteristic classes. In §4 we discuss vector cross products

from a differential geometric point of view and in §5 we develop some important

relations between vector cross products and curvatures.

The rest of the paper (§6 and §7) is devoted to almost complex structures on

manifolds. We show in §6 that every orientable 6-dimensional submanifold of F8

possesses an almost complex structure. Such an almost complex structure is

defined by means of a 3-fold vector cross product on F8. We also show that all of

Calabi's manifolds can be obtained by this method.

However, the almost complex structures constructed here are more general in

several ways. In the first place, we consider 6-dimensional orientable submanifolds

M of arbitrary 8-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifolds M possessing 3-fold

vector cross products, e.g., parallelizable 8-dimensional manifolds. Secondly, the

metric of M we use may be indefinite provided it has signature (4, 4). (Here we
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follow [20] in the notion of signature. The first entry of the ordered pair denotes the

number of —'s and the second entry the number of +'s.) This gives rise to some

new indefinite 6-dimensional almost complex manifolds with interesting properties.

Finally in both the positive definite and the indefinite case there exist two non-

isomorphic 3-fold vector cross products—four altogether. Each of these gives rise

to different almost complex structures; in particular we obtain some new almost

complex structures on Se. Furthermore in §6 we construct manifolds with almost

complex structures Jx and J2 defined by means of the two nonisomorphic vector

cross products such that / is Kählerian but J2 is not.

After these almost complex manifolds have been defined, there remains the

problem of relating the properties of the almost complex structures to the prop-

erties of the immersion. This has already been done (see [6], [11], and [22]) for

immersions in F7. In contrast to this case, an orientable 6-dimensional submanifold

of F8 which is Kählerian need not be flat, although in general it is noncompact. In

general the configuration tensor (i.e., the second fundamental form, see below)

of an almost complex manifold in F8 is much more complicated than when the

submanifold is contained in a hyperplane. Furthermore, it is not always clear

geometrically what a given condition on the almost complex structure implies

about the configuration tensor. The difficulty is that the geometry of hypersurfaces

is well understood, but very little is known in general about the geometry of sub-

manifolds of codimension 2. Perhaps the case we consider will give some insight

into the general situation.

At any rate, our results yield new information (described in §7) about almost

complex manifolds in F7 with either definite or indefinite metric, and the geometric

interpretation is clear. Furthermore, in §7 we describe explicit constructions of

nonflat 6-dimensional Kahler manifolds in F8.

We wish to thank David Handel for suggesting Theorem (2.8), Emery Thomas

and Jerrold Siegel for several discussions concerning §3, and Robert B. Brown for

several general discussions about this paper.

2. Vector cross products.

Definition. Let F be a finite-dimensional vector space over the real numbers

and let < , > be a nondegenerate bilinear form on V. A vector cross product on

F is a multilinear map F: V ^ V (1 = r = «) satisfying the axioms

(2.1) <F(a1,...,ar),ai> = 0       (1 = z ^ r),

(2.2) ||F(a1,...,ar)||2 = det«ai,ai».

(Here ||a||2=«:<a, a>.)

Vector cross products were first defined by Eckmann [9]. However, he assumed

they were continuous instead of multilinear and used only the positive definite

bilinear form. In the continuous case vector cross products are classified in [9] and

[20] ; for the multilinear case (over an arbitrary field) the classification is given in [5].
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Let F and P' be two vector cross products on F with respect to the same bilinear

form. Suppose there is a map G>: V-*- V such that <3>a, $è> = <a, b) and

P(<S>ai,...,<t>ar) = (-iyP'(ai,...,ar).

Ifq is even (odd) we say that F and P' are isomorphic (anti-isomorphic).

We now describe the classification of multilinear vector cross products over the

real numbers together with their automorphism and antiautomorphism groups.

(The latter is the group of all automorphisms and antiautomorphisms.) There are

four types.

Type I. 1-fold vector cross products on an even-dimensional vector space V.

The bilinear form associated to any such vector cross products has signature

(2p, 2q). The automorphism group is U(p, q) and the antiautomorphism group is a

subgroup of 0(p, q) which is an extension of U(p, q) by Z2. Any two almost

complex structures on Fare isomorphic, but not necessarily naturally ; however, any

almost complex structure / is naturally anti-isomorphic to — J.

Type II. (n— l)-dimensional vector cross products on an «-dimensional space V.

These are given by the star operators of the associated bilinear forms. Any bilinear

form with signature (2p, « — 2p) gives rise to such a vector cross product. The

automorphism groups are S0(2p, n — 2p) (0 ̂  2p g n) and the antiautomorphism

groups are 0(2p,n — 2p) (0^2/j^n). For a given bilinear form there are exactly

two («—l)-fold vector cross products and these are naturally anti-isomorphic.

They are also isomorphic but are not naturally isomorphic if« is even.

Type III. 2-fold vector cross products on a 7-dimensional vector space V. These

are described as. follows. Let IF be a composition algebra and let V be the orthog-

onal complement of the identity e. Define F: Fx F-> F by P(a, b) = ab + (a, b}e.

Then F is a 2-fold vector cross product and conversely every such vector cross

product arises in this fashion. If dim IF=8, we get a 2-fold vector cross product

on a 7-dimensional space. The bilinear form associated with such a vector cross

product has signature (0, 7) or (4, 3). The automorphism group is either G2 (com-

pact form) or Gf (noncompact form), and the antiautomorphism group is an

extension of G2 or G* by Z2 and is a subgroup of either 0(7) or 0(4, 3). Any two

2-fold vector cross products are isomorphic but not necessarily naturally ; however,

F and — F are naturally isomorphic (and anti-isomorphic).

Type IV. 3-fold vector cross products on an 8-dimensional vector space F. Let F

be a composition algebra and < , >j the associated bilinear form. Define

Pi,P2: FxFxF->Fby

(2.3) PAß, b, c) = e(-a(bc) + {a, b\c + <Jb, c\a-(c, a\b)

(2.4) P2(a, b, c) = e(-(ab~)c+(a, b\c+<]b, c}ia-(c, a\b)

where e= ± 1. Then Px and P2 are 3-fold vector cross products on F with respect to

the bilinear form e<   ,    >lf and conversely every 3-fold vector cross product
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arises in this fashion. If dim F=8 we get two nonisomorphic 3-fold vector cross

products with the same associated bilinear form. However, the conjugation in the

composition algebra gives rise to an anti-isomorphism between Fj and F2. Every

other 3-fold vector cross product with bilinear form e< , >a is isomorphic

to either Px or F2. The bilinear form associated with 3-fold vector cross products

has signature (0, 8), (4, 4), or (8, 0). The automorphism groups of both Px and F2

are isomorphic to Spin (7) or Spin (4, 3), depending on the bilinear form. The two

automorphism groups are conjugate in 0(8) or 0(4, 4) via the conjugation in a

composition algebra. Furthermore, the antiautomorphism group in each case is

isomorphic to the automorphism group.

The fact that there are two 3-fold vector cross products on an 8-dimensional

vector space which are anti-isomorphic, but not isomorphic, is equivalent to the

following fact in group representations : there exist two representations of Spin (7)

(Spin (4, 3)) which are equivalent in 0(8) (0(4, 4)) but not in 50(8) (50(4, 4)).

We shall need the following result.

Proposition (2.1). Let V be an %-dimensional real vector space on which there

exists a 3-fold vector cross product P. Let < , > be the bilinear form associated

with P, and assume that < , > is positive definite or has signature (4,4). Let a, be V

be such that \\ a \\2 = \\ b |]2 = 1 and <a, /3> = 0. FAe«, depending on the signature of the

metric,

(i) the group Ax of automorphisms of P which fix a and b is isomorphic to SU(3)

or SU(2, 1);

(ii) the group B2 of automorphisms ofP which leave invariant the subspace spanned

by a and b is isomorphic to U(3) or U(2, 1).

Proof. Let IF be the orthogonal complement of a and b in V. Define J: W'-> W

by Jx=P(a, b, x), for xe W. Then [5] J is an almost complex structure on W (see

also Theorem (2.6)). The group Ax is a connected Lie group and its Lie algebra 91,.

is isomorphic to the derivations of F (i.e., maps D:V^-V such that DP(x, y, z)

= P(Dx, y, z)+P(x, Dy, z) + P(x,y, Dz)) which annihilate a and b. Hence each

derivation in 91 ! may be regarded as a map D:W ^-W; then DJ=JD. Let

{ex, Jex, e2, Je2, e3, Je3} be an orthogonal basis of W with |e1|2= ||e2|[2= ± 1,

||e3||2 = l, and P(a, elt e2) = e3. Then we may write

D(ev + W-l)Jep)= 2 emieq + W-l)Jeq)
9=1

for p= 1, 2, 3? The matrix (6pq) is in the Lie algebra of ¡7(3) or U(2, 1). We show

that the trace of (dPQ) is 0. We have

3 3

(v-i) 2 ew= 2 <^p,^>kii2-
p=i      j>=i
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Now

<£>e3, F>3> = <DP(a, ex, e2), JP(a, eu e2)>

= - (P(a, Dei, e2), P(a, Jeu e2)> - (P(a, eu De2), P(a, e1; Je2)}

= -(Dei,Jeiy\\ei\\2-(De2,Je2y\\e2\\2.

Hence (6pq) is in the Lie algebra of SU(3) or SU(2, 1), and conversely any such

matrix gives rise to an element of 9lx. It follows that the Lie group A is locally

isomorphic to SU(3) or SU(2, 1). In fact A is globally isomorphic to 5(7(3) or

SU(2, 1) since it is a subgroup of G2 or G*. Finally (ii) may be proved in a similar

manner.

In this paper we are interested in multilinear vector cross products on manifolds.

First we investigate the existence of such. In other words, we ask the question:

which (differentiable) manifolds have on each tangent space a vector cross product

defined which varies continuously over the whole manifold? This question is

reformulated by the following proposition, the proof of which is easy.

Proposition (2.2.) Let M be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with metric tensor

< , > whose signature is (s, t). Then M has a globally defined vector cross product

P if and only if the principal bundle of frames with structure group 0(s, t) can be

reduced to a principal bundle of frames whose structure group is the automorphism

group of the vector cross product. The vector cross product is continuous or differ-

entiable just as the reduction is continuous or differentiable.

From this we obtain the following consequence.

Proposition (2.3). A vector cross product on a differentiable manifold M gives

rise to an orientation of M.

Proof. It can be verified case by case that the automorphism group of a vector

cross product is always contained in the special orthogonal group of the bilinear

form of the vector cross product. Therefore, the reduction of the bundle of frames

given by Proposition (2.2) implies a reduction of the bundle of frames to a bundle

of oriented frames. This is equivalent to the orientability of AT.

The question of existence of globally defined vector cross products of Types I

and II has been extensively studied. Thus from Theorem (2.2) it follows that the

existence of a global vector cross product of Type II is equivalent to the orienta-

bility of the pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Furthermore, the fact that on each

tangent space there are precisely two vector cross products of Type II, and these

are naturally anti-isomorphic, corresponds to the fact that the existence of one

orientation implies the existence of the other. As noted previously, vector cross

products of Type I which are globally defined give rise to almost complex manifolds.

Since two almost complex structures on a vector space are not in general naturally

isomorphic, it follows that a manifold may (and generally does) have more than one

globally defined almost complex structure.
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Investigation of the "exceptional" vector cross products of Types III and IV

is practically nonexistent. By Proposition (2.2) the existence of a global 2-fold

vector cross product on a 7-dimensional manifold is equivalent to a reduction of

the bundle of frames with group 0(7) or 0(4, 3) to a G2 or Gf principal bundle.

Similarly the existence of a global 3-fold cross product on an 8-dimensional

manifold is the same as a reduction of the bundle of frames with group 0(8) or

0(4, 4) to a Spin (7) or Spin (A, 3) principal bundle. Clearly every parallelizable

manifold of dimension 7 or 8 has a 2- or 3-fold vector cross product.

Another structure that an 8-dimensional manifold may possess is a Cayley

multiplication.

Definitions. Let M be an 8-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold whose

metric tensor < , > is positive definite or has signature (4, 4). Then a Cayley

multiplication on M is a continuous or differentiable (1, 2) tensor field denoted by ■,

which on each tangent space of M gives rise to a composition algebra of dimension

8 whose associated bilinear form is < , >. The identity vector field E of the

Cayley multiplication is that vector field which at each point me M is the identity

of the composition algebra at «z. Finally, the conjugation of the Cayley multi-

plication is the map o: X(M) -* 3£(Af ) (where X(M) denotes the vector fields of M)

defined by aX=X-2(X, E}E for Xe 3E(Af).

We remark that the existence of a Cayley multiplication on a manifold is

equivalent to the reduction of the group of the bundle of frames of M to G2

or G2*.

For global 3-fold vector cross products certain other questions arise in addition

to the question of existence. Suppose M is an 8-dimensional manifold possessing

one kind of 3-fold vector cross product. Does it possess the other kind ? Also, is it

possible to define a Cayley multiplication on Ml We have the following result.

Theorem (2.4). Let M be an 8-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold whose

metric is either positive definite or has signature (A, A). Consider the following

conditions:

(A) M has a globally defined vector field E with |F||2= 1 everywhere.

(B) M has one kind of 3-fold vector cross product.

(C) M has both kinds of 3-fold vector cross products.

(D) M has a Cayley multiplication.

Then ((A) and (B)) => ((C) and (D)), (D) => (C) =* (B), and (D) => (A).

Proof. For the first implication let Fj be a 3-fold vector cross product on M.

Define a: S(M) ->- X(M) by <jX=X-2(X, E}E for Xe 3E(M) and define F2 by

P2(X, Y,Z) = oP(oX,oY, aZ). It is easily verified that P2 is a 3-fold vector cross

product on M. Furthermore, F2 is a vector cross product of the opposite kind to Px,

because [5] on each tangent space of M, P and F2 determine different kinds of

vector cross products.
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To show that (A) and (B) imply the existence of a Cayley multiplication, for

A, Be 3L(M) we define

AB = -Pi(A, E, B) + {A, E}B + (B, E}A-(A, B}E.

Just as in [5] it follows that M-F||2= ||^||2||F||2. Hence AB is a Cayley multi-

plication on AT.

It is obvious that (C) => (B), and (D) => (C) follows from (2.3) and (2.4). To

prove (D) => (A) we take F to be the identity vector field of the Cayley multi-

plication.

We next describe three methods of constructing new vector cross products from

old.

Theorem (2.5). Let M be a 6-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold such that

the structure group of the frame bundle of M can be reduced to SU(3) or SU(2, 1).

Let AT' be a 1-dimensional manifold and -n: M' ^> M a pseudo-Riemannian sub-

mersion (i.e., TT is onto and tt* preserves lengths on (ker tt*)1) such that the metric of

AT' is positive definite on ker n*. Then AT' has a 2-fold vector cross product P'.

Proof. The hypotheses imply the existence on AT of a 3-form A which can be

described as the complex volume element of AT. Let m e AT'. Both A and the

almost complex structure J of M give rise to tensors on (ker tt*)1, which we also

denote by A and /. For x, y, z e M'm with z e ker tt#, ||z|2 = 1, x, y e (ker w,)1, and

(y, x} = (y, Tx>—0, we define P' by P'(z, x)=Jx.P'(x,Jx)= ||x||2z, and F'(x,y) = w,

where w e (ker tt*)1 is the unique element such that A(x, y, w) = 1. We require that

F' be skew-symmetric, and use linearity to define P' on all of M'm. It can be verified

thatP' is a 2-fold vector cross product on AT'.

Theorem (2.6). Let P be a vector cross product with respect to a metric tensor

< , y on a manifold AT. Let M be an oriented submanifold of AT such that the

restrictions of < , > to M and to the normal bundle of M are nondegenerate and

positive definite respectively. Then P induces a vector cross product Pon M in a natural

way.

Proof. Let dim AT- dim M=k and suppose F is r-fold. Without loss of generality

we may assume r<k. Define an (r—k)-fold vector cross product F on AT by the

formula

P(AU . ..,Ar_k) = P(Ni, ...,Nk, Ai,. ..,Ar.k)

for Ax,..., A,_k e 3£(AT). Here Nu...,Nk are normal vector fields defined on an

open subset of AT such that (A^, ArJ> = 8w (1 ¿i,j^k) and Ni A • • • ANk is con-

sistent with the orientations of AT and AT (the latter orientation is the one deter-

mined by F). It is not hard to verify that the definition of F is independent of the

choice of Ni,..., Nk and that F is in fact a vector cross product on AT.
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Theorem (2.6) will be used in §6 to provide some new examples of 6-dimensional

almost complex manifolds. Meanwhile we note the following consequence, which

is a partial converse of Theorem (2.5).

Theorem (2.7). Let M be an oriented 6-dimensional submanifold of a 1-dimen-

sional pseudo-Riemannian manifold M which possesses a 2-fold vector cross product

P. Assume that the restrictions of the metric tensor < , > of M to the tangent

bundle and the normal bundle of M are nondegenerate and positive definite respec-

tively. Then the structure group of the bundle of frames of M can be reduced to SU (3)

or SU(2, 1) idepending on whether or not the metric is positive definite).

Proof. The structure group 0(6) or 0(4, 2) of the bundle F(M) of orthonormal

frames of M can be reduced to the subgroup of the structure group 0(7) or 0(4, 3)

of the bundle F(M) of orthonormal frames of M which leaves F invariant and fixes

the normal bundle of M. According to Proposition (2.1) this is SU(3) or SU(2, 1).

Theorem (2.8). Let Sn denote the unit sphere in Rn+1 and let < , > denote the

metric tensor of Sn induced from the usual positive definite one on Rn + 1. If Sn has a

globally defined r-fold vector cross product, then in the vector space sense there is an

ir+l)-fold continuous vector cross product on Fn + 1.

Proof. Let Xm denote the r-fold vector cross product on S n at m. Define

p. /Dn + iy+l _^ Bn + 1

as follows. Let ax, ■. -, ar+1 e Rn + 1 and write ar+1 = b + c, where b is the com-

ponent of ar+1 normal to <zl9..., a,. If o = 0 we set Piax,..., ar+1) = 0. If A^O, let

d=\\b¡i-1» and set

F(a1,...,ar+1)= \\b\\Xdiax,...,ar).

It is not hard to verify that F is an (r+ l)-fold vector cross product with respect to

< , > on Fn+1. Note that F is linear in al5.. .,ar, but in general it is only

continuous in ar+1.

Which spheres have vector cross products ? The answer is easy for vector cross

products of Types II and III. Since spheres are orientable they all have vector

cross products of Type II ; furthermore since S7 is parallelizable it has a vector

cross product of Type III. The existence of vector cross products of Type I on

spheres is the well-known problem of the existence of almost complex structures

on spheres. The problem can be solved very simply by means of Theorem (2.8).

Corollary (2.9). The only spheres with almost complex structures are S2 and S6.

Proof. The existence of an almost complex structure on Sn implies the existence

of a 2-fold continuous vector cross product on Rn + 1. From [9] it follows that

« = 2 or 6.
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Finally, concerning vector cross products of Type IV, we have the following

result.

Corollary (2.10). There does not exist a 3-fold vector cross product on SB.

Proof. If S8 had a 3-fold vector cross product, then the vector space F9 would

have a continuous 4-fold vector cross product. However, by [20] this is impossible.

3. Obstructions to the existence of vector cross products.    Let AT be a CW-

complex and $=(E, M,p, Fn) a vector bundle. A vector cross product on AT is a

continuous function which assigns to each point q e M a vector cross product on

the fiber over q. In this section we give necessary and, for the most part, sufficient

conditions in terms of characteristic classes that a vector bundle possess a vector

cross product.

It is not hard to see that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a

vector cross product of Type I on £ is the vanishing of the Stiefel-Whitney class

Wi(Ç). For the existence of an almost complex structure on f, it is well known that

the vanishing of the odd-dimensional Stiefel-Whitney classes is a necessary con-

dition. Furthermore if dim AT^8 sufficient conditions are given by Massey [14],

generalizing the work of Ehresmann and Wu. Therefore we restrict ourselves to

vector cross products of Types III and IV.

We first give some necessary conditions for the existence of vector cross products

of types III and IV analogous to those of Types I and II described above. These

conditions could be determined from the cohomology of the classifying spaces BG2

and B Spin (7) (see Borel [3]). However, we find it more natural to derive these

conditions by means of obstruction theory. This is because Borel gives the co-

homology of BG2 and F Spin (7) only with Z2 as coefficient group, whereas some

of the Stiefel-Whitney classes we consider are integral classes.

Theorem (3.1). 7T£ = (F, AT,/?, Fn) (« = 7 or 8) is a vector bundle which possesses

a vector cross product of Type III or IV, then the Stiefel-Whitney classes

wx(è)eH\M,Z2), w2(i)eH2(M,Z2), W3(i)e H3(M, Z), and W5(Ç)e H\M,Z)

vanish^2).

Proof. Let ¿ik = (Ek, M,pk, Fn>n_fc) be the associated bundle of £ whose fiber is

the Stiefel manifold FBin_fc) let AT; denote the/-skeleton of AT, and let Ffc|AT, denote

the restriction of Ek to AT,. By definition wk(£) e Hk(M, Trk_1(Vn¡n,k+1)) is the

obstruction to the existence of a cross section of £k+ i over ATk. We show, for

example, that W5(£)=0 when f has a vector cross product of Type III.

We know that £5 = (F5, M,p5, V7¡2) has a cross section/on AT5 because the first

nonzero homotopy group of F7>2 is 7r5(F72) = Z2. Now a vector cross product

(2) We denote by fV¡ an integral Stiefel-Whitney class and by w¡ either a mod 2 Stiefel-

Whitney class or the reduction mod 2 of an integral Stiefel-Whitney class.
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of Type III gives rise to a cross section of the bundle F7>3 -> F7>2, and hence to a

cross section g of the bundle F4 -» F5. Thus we have

It follows that fF5(tf)=0. The vanishing of the other Stiefel-Whitney classes follows

in exactly the same way.

If dim M^l, we can completely solve the question of existence of vector cross

products of Types III and IV.

Theorem (3.2). Let <f = (E, M,p, F") (« = 7 or 8) be an oriented vector bundle.

Then w2(f) is the primary obstruction to the existence on M of a vector cross product

of Type III (z/« = 7) or Type IV (z/« = 8).

Proof. Observe that both 50(7)/G2 and SO(8)/Spin (7) are diffeomorphic to

real projective space F7. Also, £ possesses a vector cross product if and only if the

associated bundle (F, M, p, F7) has a cross section. By naturality, it suffices to

determine the primary obstruction c(£) to the existence of this cross section for the

case M=BG2 or B Spin (7). The first and second cohomology groups of BG2 and

B Spin (7) vanish. Therefore transgression t yields isomorphisms

t: H\P\ Z2) s H\BSOil), Z2)

and

t: H\P\ Z2) s //2(F50(8), Z2).

The theorem now follows from the fact that

mo) = w2(i)

(see Steenrod [16, p. 189]).

Corollary (3.3). Let £ = (F, M,p, Rn) (« = 7 or 8) be a vector bundle, and

assume dim M =7. // wx(î) = w2(£) = 0, then W3(0= Wb(C) = 0.

We next develop the theory of characteristic classes using the Lie groups G2 and

Spin (7). We define these characteristic classes by means of obstruction theory in

the same way that the Chern and Stiefel-Whitney classes are defined.

We note that we have the following sequences of fiberings by spheres :

G2 —► G2/SU(2) ^-* G2/SU(3) = S6;

Spin (7) ̂  Spin (1)/SU(2) —> Spin (1)/SU(3) ̂ -> Spin (7)/G2 = S\

Define G° = G2, Gi = G2/SU(2), G6 = G2/SU(3), H° = Spin (7), //4 = Spin C7)/SU(2),

H6 = Spin(7)/SU(3), and FT = Spin (7)/G2. Now let a3S and HSS be Se- and S7-
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bundles over a CW-complex M. Define G^"1 and H@q to be the associated bundles of

a3S and H3Ù with fiber G" and H" respectively. If aSSq- and HSSq denote the respective

total spaces, we have the following sequences of bundles

°F° -> aB* -+aB6^M

HB° -> "B* r*- HB6 -+ HB1 -¥ M.

(Compare Steenrod [16, p. 190 and p. 210].) Now if Si is any bundle we denote by

c(á?) the primary obstruction of !%.

Definition. If °36 and "Sd are S6 and 57 bundles over a CW-complex M, we set

cG(GâS) = c(GâS°) e H*(M, 773(G2)) = H\M, Z)

c%(am = ci°W) e H\M, 775(G2/5i/(2))) = H\M, Z2)

cli°3S) = c(G^6) £ H\M, tt6(56)) = E\M, Z)

c%(H®) = c(HâS°) e HHM, 7T3(Spin (7))) = H\M, Z)

c%(H3S) = c(H^) £ H\M, 7T5(Spin (1)/SU(2))) = //6(M, Z2)

cJCÄ) = c("âS6) e H\M, 776(Spin (T)/SU(3))) = Ff7(yW, Z)

c%(H&) = c("^7) £ F/8(A/, tt7(S7)) = He(M, Z).

Just as for the Chern and Stiefel-Whitney classes, we have the following theorem.

Theorem (3.4). FAe classes c%i°äS), c%(G3S), and clia@) are the characteristic

classes of the bundle a3S with respect to the Lie group G2, and the classes cf¡i"^),

..., csHiHâS) are the characteristic classes of the bundle HßS. Furthermore if g:G2

-»■ 50(7) andj: Spin (7) -»■ 50(8) denote the inclusions we haveg*iclia@))= W\G®),

j*(c\i(H3S))=W1(H3S), and j*(cl(Ha8))=W*(H3ä), where the Wl,s denote integral

Stiefel- Whitney classes.

Corollary (3.5). We have H*(BG2, Z2) = Z2[t\ t6, t1] and H*(B Spin (7), Z2),

=Z2[r*, te, t\ t6].

It will be useful to have more information about the generators of

//*(/? Spin (7), Z2),

and also of //*(F Spin (8), Z2). Let q: Spin (8)^ 50(8) denote the covering

homomorphism, and let q*: //*(F50(8), Z2) -► //*(F Spin (8), Z2) be the induced

cohomology map of q. Write //*(F50(8), Z2) = Z2[w2,..., we], where the w('s are

the universal Stiefel-Whitney classes. The following theorem is an immediate

consequence of Borel [4]. (See also Thomas [18].)

Theorem (3.6). We have a*w2=g*w3=a*w5 = 0. For i=A, 6, 7, 8 set wf=q*wt.

Then

H*iB Spin (7), Z2) = Z2[w%, w%, wf, oj]

and

H*iB Spin (8), Z2) = Z2[< w%, w*, w%, »],

where œ is an additional 8-dimensional generator.
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We call co the exceptional Spin characteristic class. It is only determined mod w*

and wf2; however we shall later make a specific choice.

Let i = (E, M,p, R8) be an oriented vector bundle with dimAT^8. Since

5'0(8)/Spin (7)=F7, the secondary obstruction to the existence of a 3-fold vector

cross product on £ is an element of H8(M, 7r7(F7)) = H8(M, Z). We conclude this

section by determining some necessary conditions for this obstruction to vanish. To

this end let i: Spin (7) -*■ Spin (8) and j: Spin (7) -*■ 50(8) denote the intlusions,

and let A: Spin (8)-> Spin (8) be the triality automorphism. The last is an outer

automorphism of Spin (8) of order 3 with fixed point set G2.

Proposition (3.7). Ler Fj andP2 be the 3-fold vector cross products given by (2.3)

and (2.4), respectively, with respect to an %-dimensional composition algebra V, and

let Hi and H2 be the corresponding automorphism groups. For A e Spin (8) and

xeVlet Ax=q(A)x. Then

Hi = {q(A) | A e Spin (8) and A(xy) = (Ax)(X(A)y) for all x,ye V),

H2 = {q(A) | A e Spin (8) and A(xy) = (X(A)x)(Ay) for all x, y e V}.

We omit the proof, which follows from the principle of triality and a calculation.

An important consequence of Proposition (3.7) is the following. (Compare [19].)

Proposition (3.8).  IFe have the following commutative diagram.

Spin (8) —» Spin (8)

i| \"
Spin (7) —► S0(8).

7

Next we turn to the cohomology homomorphismsy* and A* on Z2 cohomology.

Theorem (3.9). (i) We havej*(w^) = wf for i=4, 6, 7.

(ii) to can be chosen so thatj*(ws) = w.

(iii) IFe have \*(w^) = w* for i=4, 6, 7.

(iv) co can be chosen so that A*(h>3) = w.

Proof, (iii) follows from the fact that A* is bijective and T7'(F Spin (8), Z2) is

1-dimensional for i=4, 6, 7. Hence (i) also follows. From Theorem (3.4) we have

thaty'*(w8)^0; this implies (ii) and (iv).

Henceforth we agree that co is chosen so that A*(w8) = co; this implies auto-

matically thaty'*(M'8) = co.

We turn now to the cohomology homomorphisms j* and A* on integral co-

homology. For this it is convenient to use the integral Spin characteristic classes of

Thomas [17]. According to [17] there exist Qu Q2, Q3 in 7T*(F Spin (8), Z) (or in

H*(B Spin (7), Z)) such that Z[QU Q2, Q3] is free and ?*(P1)=ß1, q*(P2)=2Q2

+ ôi, <7*(P3) = 03, where Pu P2, F3 6 H*(BSO(%), Z) denote Pontrjagin classes.
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Theorem (3.10). (i) A* is the identity on Z[QU Q2, Q3].

(ii) IFe havej*(Pi) = 2ß1,/*(P2) = 2Q2 + Q\, andj*(P3) = Q3.

(iii) If xe 7T*(F50(8), Z) denotes the Euler class and p2 denotes reduction

mod 2, then p2j*(x) = <° and 2j*(x) = 0.

Proof. Let F be a maximal torus of Spin (8) such that A(F) = T. It is not hard to

see that A* is the identity on H*(BT, Z). This implies (i). Then (ii) follows from (i)

and Proposition (3.8). For (iii) we first observe that p2j*(x)=j*(p2x)=i*(ws) = to-

Next let pR denote the homomorphism from integral cohomology to real co-

homology. Then PrJ*(x)=1^ and so 2/*(x) = 0.

Using standard properties of universal bundles, we obtain immediately from

Theorem (3.10) some necessary conditions for the existence of 3-fold vector cross

products. Denote by x(f)> we(£), and co(f) the Euler class, the eighth Stiefel-

Whitney class, and the exceptional Spin characteristic class of a vector bundle f.

(The last is defined if | has a 3-fold vector cross product.)

Theorem (3.11). Let f=(F, AT, p, F8) be an oriented vector bundle, and assume

that £ has a 3-fold vector cross product. Then 2x(£)=0 and w8(f) = co(f).

Corollary (3.12). Let AT be an ^-dimensional manifold and assume the tangent

bundle t(M) of M has a continuous 3-fold vector cross product on it. Then y(t(AT))

= co(t(AT)) = 0.

Proof. Since 2x(r(AT))=0, y(t(AT))=0.

We now see that the nonexistence of a 3-fold vector cross product on SB is a

special case of Corollary (3.12).

4. Differentiable vector cross products. In this section we investigate vector

cross products from the viewpoint of Riemannian geometry. Let AT be a differ-

entiable manifold equipped with a pseudo-Riemannian metric < , >, and as

before let 3E(AT) denote the Lie algebra of vector fields on AT. We denote by V the

Riemannian connection of AT. If F is an /--fold differentiable (i.e., C°°) vector cross

product on AT, then F is a tensor field on AT of type (r, 1). From the definition it is

evident that every such vector cross product F determines a global differential form

<p of degree r +1 by the formula

(4.1) y(*i, • • -, *r+1) = <F(A-1;..., Xr), Fr+1>

for Ar1,..., Xr+i e 3£(AT). Furthermore we have

(4.2) Vz(<p)(Xi, ...,Xr+i) = <Vz(P)(Xi,..., Xr), Xr+!>

for Z, Xi,..., Xr+1 eX(M). A natural question is: which manifolds possess

parallel vector cross products (i.e., Vz(F)=0 for ZeX(AT))? The answer is

provided by the following theorem.
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Theorem (4.1). A pseudo-Riemannian manifold M has a parallel vector cross

product P if and only if at each point me M the holonomy group of M at m is a

subgroup of the automorphism group of P at m.

Proof. We regard the holonomy group ^f m at m e M as the group of nonsingular

linear maps ry : Mm -* Mm which are parallel translations along (piecewise differ-

entiable) closed curves y starting at m.

Now suppose F is a vector cross product on M. Then the condition Vz(F)=0

for all Z e 3£(M) is equivalent to the statement that if y is a closed curve starting at

m and Xx,...,Xr are vector fields parallel along y, then F(A'1,..., Xr) is also

parallel along y. This is equivalent to saying that each ry is an automorphism of F.

Hence Theorem (4.1) follows.

Berger [1] has classified all possible candidates for holonomy groups of manifolds

having affine connections with zero torsion. These include all the automorphism

groups of vector cross products. We shall see that if a pseudo-Riemannian manifold

has a vector cross product F of Type II, i.e., if the manifold is orientable, then F is

parallel. The existence of a parallel vector cross product of Type I means that the

pseudo-Riemannian manifold is Kählerian.

If a pseudo-Riemannian manifold has a parallel vector cross product of Type III

or IV, then the holonomy group in the positive definite case is contained in G2 or

Spin (7) and in the indefinite case is contained in Gf or Spin (4, 3). Recently

Bonan [2] has investigated compact Riemannian manifolds whose holonomy

groups are G2 or Spin (7). He has shown that in the former case such manifolds

have nonzero Betti numbers A3 and A4 and in the latter case such manifolds have

nonzero Betti number A4. In fact it follows from (4.2) that 9 is a parallel differential

form and hence generates the cohomology in dimensions 3 or 4 of Riemannian

manifolds with holonomy groups G2 or Spin (7). Bonan has also shown that the

cohomology of these manifolds has other properties corresponding to the various

relations between the Betti numbers of Kahler manifolds.

However, it turns out [2] that the Ricci curvature of a Riemannian manifold

with holonomy group G2 or Spin (7) vanishes. For this reason it is unclear that any

Riemannian manifolds with these holonomy groups exist. On the other hand, we

shall show that there exist many interesting examples of pseudo-Riemannian

manifolds with vector cross products of Types I, III, or IV which are not parallel,

but satisfy some slightly weaker conditions.

We shall consider classes of triples (Af, F, < , » where F is a vector cross

product on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold M with metric tensor < , > such

that < , > is associated to F. Such a class is determined by the vector cross

product F, since by definition a vector cross product has a bilinear form associated

with it. Therefore we suppress M and < , > from the notation, but these are

always understood to be given by the vector cross product F.

Definitions. Let M be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with metric tensor
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< , > and suppose F is an r-fold differentiable vector cross product on AT

associated with < , >. Let V and 8 denote the Riemannian connection and

coderivative, respectively, of AT relative to < , >, and let <p denote the (r + l)-fold

differential form determined by F.

(i) F is nearly parallel if VXl(P)(Xu A"2,..., A"r)=0 for all Xu...,Xre 3E(AT).

(ii) F is almost parallel if d<p = 0.

(iii) F is semiparallel if Scp = 0.

We denote by 0>(s, t, r), Jf&(s, t, r), j^(j, t, r), and £f3P(s,t, r) the classes of

r-fold vector cross products on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds whose metric

tensors have signature (s, t) which are parallel, nearly parallel, almost parallel,

and semiparallel respectively. Sometimes we write 2P instead of 2P(s, t, r), etc.

These definitions, together with two additional ones given in [11] (namely the

classes $Jf and Jf of quasi-Kählerian and Hermitian manifolds) which do not

generalize to general vector cross products, have been given for almost complex

manifolds in [11]. We sometimes follow the notation of [11] and write "•#"" for

"á9" and replace "parallel" by "Kahler". For example, we write 2P(s, t, 1)

= Jf(s, t), and similarly for the other classes.

In [11 ] and [13] it is shown that an almost complex structure J is Hermitian if and

only if it is integrable.

We establish some inclusion relations between the various classes.

Theorem (4.2). IFe «are the following inclusions:

(i) ^ç^F^S^^;
(ii) 0><^st0>;

(iii) 0>=s40>C\Jf0>.

Proof. The inclusion SP^JTSP is obvious from the definitions and the inclusions

Jf0><^</>0> and fçj/a8 Follow from the equations

(4.3) 8<p(Xi, ...,*•)-- J IIFII -2V£i(«p)(Pí, Xi,..., Xr)
i = l

(4.4) d9(Xi,..., Xr+2) = 2 (-l)' + 1Vx¡(<p)(Xi, ...,Xi,..., Xr+2)
i = l

where Xu ..., Xr+2 e 1(M) and {Eu ..., Fn} is an orthogonal frame field with

Il F ||2 = ± 1. This proves (i) and (ii). Then (iii) follows from the formula

d9(Xi,..., A"r+2) = (r + 2)VXl(<p)(X2, ...,Xr+2)

which is valid for the class ̂ F^î

Next we look at each of the different types of vector cross products individually

to determine further inclusion relations. First, however, we note a useful formula.

Proposition (4.3). Let X,Xu...,Xre X(M). Then

(4.5) < Vx(P)(Xi,..., Xr), P(Xi,..., Xr)) = 0.
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Let s4JC denote the class of all almost complex structures with (JX,JY}

= (X, Y)for X, YeXiM).

Theorem (4.4). For almost complex structures (z'.e., vector cross products of

Type I) the following inclusions hold:

(0 jr=^Fjr=jjr£«^jf; jrç^jrsJjrs^jr;
(ii) X-çJf;

(iii) Jf=j^X~ n Jrjf=3te n Jjf ;

(iv) JT(0,2) = ̂ ^f(0,2);

(v) If s and t are even and s+t=A, then ¿f(j, t) = JfXis, t) and stff(s, t)

= yjT(s,t).

Proof, (i), (ii), and (iii) are established in [10] and [11] for the positive definite

case ; the proofs go over without change to the indefinite case. Furthermore (iv) is

well known.

To prove (v) let F denote the associated 2-form of y (called the Kahler form).

We note that ifJelJT then

(4.6) dF(JX, Y, Z) = dF(X, JY, Z) = dF(X, Y, JZ)

for all X, Y,ZeX(M).

Now suppose that M is 4-dimensional. We may choose an orthogonal basis for

the vector fields on an open subset of M to be of the form {X, JX, Y, JY} where

||jr|V0^||r||2. If JeâJf(s,t), s+t=A, then by (4.6) dF(X,JX, Y)=

dF(Y,JY, X)=0. Hence j/jT(s, t) = lJf(s, t). If Je Sr°X{s, t), then by Proposi-

tion (4.3) and equation (4.3)

8F(X) = - VY(F)(Y, X)-VJY(F)(JY, X)

and similarly for JX, Y, and JY. Thus J e 3.Jf(j, t), and so ^Jf(s, t) = £jf(s, t)

= s¿X(s, t). This fact together with (i) and (iii) implies that Jf(s, t) = JrX(s, t).

Proposition (4.5). A vector cross product P of Type II on a manifold is always

parallel.

This follows from the fact that the associated differential form of F is the volume

element of M.

Finally we consider vector cross products of Type IV.

Theorem (4.6). We have 0>(O, 8, 3)=^^(0, 8, 3), 0>(A, A, 3) = Jf@(A, A, 3), and

^(8,0, 3) = jV0>($, 0,3).

Proof. Let F be a 3-fold vector cross product on an 8-dimensional pseudo-

Riemannian manifold. It suffices to show that if F is nearly parallel, then it is

parallel. Consider VW(F)(A", Y, Z) where W, X, Y,Ze £(y\F) are nonisotropic.

If Z=XPiW, X, Y), then for any Ue 3£(M) we have

<VW(F)(Z, Y,Z), U} = A<Vrj(F)(IF, X, Y),PiW, X, F)> = 0
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by Proposition (4.3). Thus we may assume that W, X, Y, Z and F(IF, X, Y)

are orthogonal. Then on an open subset of AT, {IF, X, Y,Z,P(W, X, Y),P(W, X,Z),

P(W, Y, Z), P(X, Y, Z)} forms an orthogonal basis for each tangent space. Then

by Proposition (4.3), VW(F)(A", Y, Z) is orthogonal to each of the vectors

W,X, Y,Z,P(W,X, Y), P(W,X,Z), P(W, Y,Z) and P(X, Y,Z), and so it

vanishes. Finally, the case when some of the vectors IF, X, Y, Z are isotropic can

be reduced to the nonisotropic case by linearity.

Next we give two methods for constructing vector cross products. These will be

useful in proving the strictness of the various inclusion relations.

Let AT be a submanifold of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold AT such that the

restriction of the metric tensor < , > of AT to AT is nondegenerate. Let X(M)

={X\M\ XeX(M)}; then we may write X(M)=X(M) ©ï(AT)1 where ï(AT)1

is the collection of vector fields normal to AT. The configuration tensor T: X(M)

x3Ê(AT)-► S(AT) is defined by TXY=VXY-VXY for X, YeX(M) and TXZ

=ttVxZ for X e £(M), Z e aî(AT)1. Here V and V are the Riemannian connections

of AT and AT respectively and tt is the projection of 3£(AT) onto 3C(AT). Then [10]

for each X e X(M), Tx is a skew-symmetric linear operator with respect to < , ),

and TxY=TrXfor X, FeX(AT).

Proposition (4.7). Let M and AT be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with dim AT

— dim M=k Wnc« satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem (2.6). Let the vector cross

product P on M be r-fold so that the vector cross product P on M is (r - k)-fold. Then

for X, Xi,..., Xr-k e 3E(AT) we have

Vx(P)(Xi,..., AV_fc) = ttVx(P)(Ni, ...,Nk,Xi,...,Xr.k)

(4.7)
+ 2 t-W. • • • > TM, ...,Nk,Xi,..., XT_k),

1 = 1

where A7!,..., Nk are the same as in the proof of Theorem (2.6). Hence i/P is parallel

and M is totally geodesic in AT, then P is parallel.

Proof. Note that in each term of the sum on the right-hand side of (4.7) TAN¡ may

be replaced by VAN¿ because the normal component of VAN¡ is orthogonal to N¡.

Now (4.7) follows from the definition of VA(F).

We now derive several consequences of Theorem (4.7). We denote by <p and <p the

differential forms associated with the vector cross products F and F of AT and M

respectively.

Theorem (4.8). Let AT and M be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with dim M

— dim AT =1 which satisfy the hypotheses o/ Theorem (4.7). Assume that

Pe^^(s,t,r). 1/ M is totally umbilic in AT, then PeJT@(s, t- 1, r-l). The

converse is also true i/s+t=l, r=2, or ifs+t=&, r^4, r=3.

Proof. By definition AT is totally umbilic in AT if and only if there exists a

differentiable real-valued function k on AT (depending on the unit normal N to AT)
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such that TxN=kX for all Xe X(M). Hence if M is totally umbilic in M, (4.7)

reduces to

Vx(P)(Xx, ...,Xr-k) = nVxiP)iNx, ...,Nk,Xx,...,Xr-k)

+ K 2 irPXN» ...,X,...,Nk,Xx,..., Xr.k).
y = i

It follows easily from this equation that if F is nearly parallel, so is F.

To prove the converse first suppose s+t=l, r=2, and write P—J, an almost

complex structure. Then if VX(P)(X) = Vx(J)(X)=0 for all Xe3L(M), we have

<F(FxyV, X), F>=0 for all X,Ye 3£(Af ). It follows that FxyV is a linear combination

of X and JX. Finally <FxyV, JX} = 0 because J is quasi-Kählerian.

Suppose that s+t=8 and r = 3. If VX(F)(Z) = VX(F)(A-) = 0 for all Ie3£(M),

then <F(X, Y, Z), TxN} = 0 for all X, Y,Ze 3E(Az"). Upon writing P~iX, Y, Z) out

at each point in terms of a Cayley multiplication and (2.3) or (2.4), it is not hard

to see that any vector field W linearly independent from X can be written as

W=PiX, Y, Z) for some vector fields Fand Z in X(M). It follows that TxN=kX

and so M is totally umbilic.

Suppose that M is an orientable hypersurface of M and that the metric of M is

positive definite. If yV is a unit normal to M then the map X -* FxyV (usually called

the second fundamental form) is a symmetric linear operator. We denote by

Ki, ■ • •» Kn (« = dim M) the eigenvalues of X-*- TXN.

Theorem (4.9). Let M and M be Riemannian manifolds with dim M—dim M= 1

wAz'cA satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem (4.7). Assume P e ^(0,8,3). If

P £ j¡/0>ÍO, 7, 2), zAe« F is parallel and M is totally geodesic in M.

Proof. We show that T vanishes at each point me M. Choose vector fields Xx

X2 such that at «z we have Tx¡N=kíXí, z'= 1, 2. Let Z £ X(M); then at «z by (4.7)

we have

0 = d<piXx,X2,PiXx,X2),Z)

= -{PiXx, X2,Z),ÍKx + K2)iPiXx, X2) + TP(Xl,X2)N)>.

Since Z is arbitrary and since we already have that TP(XuX2)N is perpendicular to

Xx and X2, it follows that we may write FP(XljX2)yV=/c4F(A'1, X2) at «z. (Here

k4 = — Kx — k2, but we do not use this fact.) Now choose X3 e ï(M) orthogonal to

Xx, X2 and PiXlt X2) such that TX3N=k3X3 at m. Just as before we may write

TP(Xl,x3)N=K5PiXx, X3) and TP(X2¡Xa)N=KePiX2, X3) at m. Using (4.7) again, we

find that fjpr any Z £ $(M),

o = d<piXx, x2, x3,z) = íkx+k2+k3xpíXx, x2, x3),zy+(TzN,FiXx, x2, x3)y.

Hence at m we may write TF(XuX2tX:¡)N= k7PÍXx, X2, X3), where k7 = - i¡<x + k2+k3) .

We write Xé=P\Xlt X2), X5=PiXx, X3), X6=PiX2, X3), X7=PiXx, X2, X3); then
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{Xu..., X7) is a basis for the vector fields in a neighborhood of m such that

TXtN=KiX¡, i= 1,..., 7, at m. We permute the A",'s; then using (2.3) or (2.4) at «i

and repeating the process above, we obtain the following equations :

Kl + K2 + K3 + K7 — 0

Kl+K2 + Ks + K6   =  0

Kl + K3 + Ki + K6 = 0

K1+Ki + K5 + K7 = 0

K2 + K3 + Ki + K5   = 0

K2 + Ki + K6 + KT — 0

K3 + Ka + K6 + K7   = 0.

It is not hard to verify that the unique solution to this system is ki= ■ ■ ■ =/c7=0.

Hence F vanishes at m ; since m is arbitrary, AT is totally geodesic in AT. From

(4.7) it follows also that F is parallel.

Let S and B denote the coderivatives of AT and AT respectively ; also, we denote by

ix(Xe X(M)) the interior product operator. (If 6 is a/7-form, ix(0)(Xu ..., Xp-i)

= 6(X, Xi,...,Xp-i) for vector fields Xu..., Xp_i.)

Theorem (4.10). Fer AT and AT be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with dim AT

— dim AT= 1 which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem (4.7). Then we have

(4.8) 8cp = -lw(8cp)

where N is the unit normal of M in AT. Hence ifP e if3P(s, t, r), then

Pe5r°0>(s,t-l,r-l).

Proof. If dim AT= 7, the proof of (4.8) is given in [11]. (In the indefinite case a few

sign changes occur.) Therefore we give the proof of (4.8) for dim AT=8.

Let {Xi,..., A"7} be an orthogonal basis on an open subset of M with A"4=

P(A-1;A-2), A'5=F(Z1, A-3), A-6=F(A-2,A-3), and X1=P(XU X2, X3). Then by

Proposition (4.3) and Proposition (4.7) we have

8<p(XuX2) + 8-<p(N,Xi, X2)

= - \\X3\\-2<p(TX3N, X3, Xi, X2)- \\X5\\-2cp(FX5ÍV, A-5, Xu X2)

- || Aell -2<p(TXeN, Ae, Xu X2)- || A"7| '\(TXlN, Xn, X\, X2).

Because of our choice of basis, the first and fourth terms on the right-hand side of

this equation cancel, as do the second and third. Hence (4.8) follows.

We next specialize Theorems (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) to the case where M=R1

or F8 and F is the parallel translate of an ordinary (i.e., vector space instead of

manifold) 2- or 3-fold vector cross product. Here the metric may be definite or

indefinite.
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Theorem (4.11). Let M be an orientable hyper surface of M=R1 or F8 vvz'rA wnz'f

normal N satisfying ||yV||2= 1, and let P denote the vector cross product on M de-

termined by an ordinary vector cross product P on M. Then

(i) F is semiparallel;

(ii) ifP is almost parallel and M is a 1-dimensional submanifold ofRB with positive

definite metric, then M is an open submanifold of a hyperplane and P is parallel;

(iii) ifP is nearly parallel, then up to an isometry of R1 or F8, M is an open sub-

manifold of the quadric ß(r) = {x s M \ ||x||2 = r} where r>0.

Proof. The parallel translate F of an ordinary vector cross product has covariant

derivative zero. Hence (i) and (ii) follow easily from (4.9) and (4.10). Also, (iii)

follows from Theorem (4.8) and the well-known fact that a hypersurface is totally

umbilic if and only if it is an open submanifold of a quadric Qir).

In §7 we prove theorems corresponding to Theorem (4.9) and Theorem (4.11) (ii)

for almost complex structures.

It is now possible to determine the strictness of the inclusion relations between

the classes ^ Jf0>, s¿0>, SfP, SLJf, and Jf. Let < denote strict inclusion and let

Mis, t,r) be the class of all manifolds possessing a vector cross product of type

is, t, r); then J((s, t, l) = s/Jf(s, t).

Theorem (4.13). (i) If s and t are integers such that s + t=A, then

Jf(s, t) < Sftfis, t) < yjf(s, t) u Jfis, t) < j&JS?(s, t),

Jf(s, t) < Xis, t) < ifX(s, t) u Jf(s, t) < s¿X(s, i).

(ii) If s and t are even integers such that i + z = 6, then

Jfis, t) < s/Jf(s, t) < s4JT(s, t) u Jftfis, t)

< âXis, t) u i^Jfis, t) n Xis, t)) < ¡ftfis, t),

Jfis, t) < JfJtis, t) < jtfJfis, t) U JfJfis, t)

< SUTis, t) u iSr°Jf(s, t) C\ X(s, t)) < Sr°jr(s, t)

and

Jf(s, t) < Sfjf(s, t) n jf(s, t) < ifjf(s, t) < yjT(s, t) u 3f(s, t) < ^X(s, t),

Jf(s, t) < Sfjf(s, t) n X(s, t) < 3k°(s, t) < ^Jf(s, t) u X(s, t) < stX(s, t).

(iii) If(s,t)=(0,l)or(A,3),then

@(s, t, 2) < Jf@(s, t, 2) < yS?(s, t, 2) < J((s, t, 2) and st0>(s, t, 2) < Jf(s, t, 2).

(iv) If(s, i) = (0, 8), (4, 4), or (8, 0), then

Sf^s, t, 3) < Jf(s, t, 3) ands¿0>(s, t, 3) < J((s, t, 3).

Proof. We omit the proofs of (i) and (ii) because they are essentially the same as a

slightly weaker result of [11]. For (iii) the sphere 57 and its indefinite analog 54

show the strictness of the inclusion 3P(s, t, 2)<J/~0>(s, t, 2). Furthermore if M
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is a pseudo-Riemannian hypersurface of F7 which is not an open submanifold of a

hyperplane, sphere, or indefinite quadric, then AT is an example of a 7-dimensional

manifold with a 2-fold vector cross product which is semiparallel, but not nearly

parallel. To prove the strict inclusions £r°0>(s, t, 2) < J((s, t, 2) and ¿/^(s, t, 2)

<J((s, t, 2), let AT=F7 and give AT the usual metric with signature (0, 7) or (4, 3).

Then if AT0 is conformally diffeomorphic but not homothetic to F7, it follows from

an argument similar to that of [11] that the induced vector cross product F° on AT0

is neither semiparallel nor almost parallel. The proof of (iv) is the same as that of

(iii) with F7 replaced by F8.

5. Relations between curvature and vector cross products. In this section we

generalize some theorems of Kotö [13]. As before let AT be a pseudo-Riemannian

manifold with metric tensor < , >, and suppose F is an r-fold vector cross

product on AT whose associated bilinear form is < , >. Also, we denote by <p the

differential form of degree r+1 determined by <   ,    > and F.

Let 6 be a />-form on AT and let X, Y, Xu..., X„e 3£(AT). In this section we

shall need the following formulas :

V6(X; Xu..., Xp) = Vx(0)(Xi,...,XP)

= X0(Xu ..., Xp)- 2 6(Xi,..., VXX(,..., Xp),
i = i

V20(A-; Y;Xi,..., Xp) = Vx(V0)(F; gu,.., A",),

Rxy{0)(Xi, ..., XP) = - ¿ d(Xi,..., RXYX{,..., Xp),
i = i

Ad(Xu ..., Xp) - J   2 (- l)i + 1||Pk|| -2RxlEk(6)(Ek, Xi,...,Xi,..., Xp)
i=l  k=l

-2 \\Ek\\-2V20(Ek;Ek;Xi,...,Xp),
k = i

where {F1;..., Ek} is an orthogonal frame field on an open subset of AT. Here V0

and V20 are the first and second covariant derivatives of 0, Fxy = V[X y]- [Vx, Vy],

and A = d8 + 8d is the Laplacian.

Proposition (5.1). Let X, Y, Z1(. ., Zr e 3E(AT) ; then

V\(X; Y;Zi,..., Zr, P(ZU ..., Zr))

= - <Vx(F)(Z1,.... Zr), VY(P)(Zi,... ,Zr)>.

Proof. This formula is an easy calculation from the definition of V2<p.

If RXY denotes the curvature operator of <   ,    >, then the Ricci curvature k is

defined by

k(X, Y)= 2 \\Ei\\-\RXEtY,Ei>
( = i
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for X, Fe3E(M), where {F1;..., En} is any orthogonal frame field on an open

subset of M. It will also be useful to consider a certain (r+l)-fold differential

form y.

Definition. The Chernform y of the vector cross product F is defined by

ir+l)yiXx,...,Xr+x)

= 2   2 i" i)r + i+i\\Fk\\-\RXiXlEk,PiEk, Xx,..., Xt,..., X„ ..., Zr+1)>
k = i f<y

for Xx, ■ ■ -, Xr+1 e ï(Af) and any orthogonal frame field {Elt..., En}.

It is not hard to verify that y is independent of the choice of {Ex,..., En}; and is

skew-symmetric, so that it is in fact a differential form. If r=l, so that F is an

almost complex structure J, then

2yiX, Y) = 2 \\Ek\\-\RXYEk,JEky
te = l

for X, YeHiM). Hence if / is Kählerian, then yiX, Y)=/<(/*", Y) and oy=0.

Thus y determines the first Chern class in the usual sense for Kahler manifolds.

(However, for general complex manifolds this is false.)

Proposition (5.2). Let X±,..., Xr+1e S(A/), and let {F1;..., Fn} be an or-

thogonal frame field on an open subset of M. Then

^iXx,...,xr+1) = - 2 Urteil-2vmf,;Ek;Xx,...,xr+1)
k=l

(5'2) -  2 (-l),+r*(*i,.P(*i, ...,Xi,..., Xr+x))
i = l

-ir+l)yiXx,...,Xr+x).

Proof. Formula (5.2) follows easily from the definitions of the Laplacian, the

Ricci curvature, and the Chern form.

Theorem (5.3). Let Xx,...,Xre 3£(y\/) and {Ex,..., En} be an orthogonal frame

field on an open subset of M. Then

A<piXx,...,Xr,PiXx,...,Xr))

= 2 \\Ek\\-2\\VEkiP)iXx,...,Xr)\\2
k = l

(5 3) ~(r+ l)ÁXl' ■■>X»P(Xi>-> X<))

+ kiPiXx,...,Xr),PiXx,...,XT))

+  2 %(-W+KXx A--AÜ A---AXn

Xx A • • • A X, A • • • A Xr)kiXi, Xj).
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Proof. The first sum on the right-hand side of (5.3) is the same as the first sum on

the right-hand side of (5.2) by Proposition (5.1). Furthermore,

-2(-irrKXi,P(Xi,...,Xi,...,xr))
i = l

is equal to the double sum on the right-hand side of (5.3) because ||F(A'1,..., A"r)||2

= ||Xi A • • • A Ar!2. Now Theorem (5.3) follows from Proposition (5.2).

If a vector cross product F on a manifold AT is parallel then Vx(<p) = 0 for

XeX(M) and so Fxy(<p) = 0 (A", YeX(M)). This gives rise to certain identities

that the curvature operator RXY must satisfy. Conversely we have the following

result for the class sé@ n Sf&.

Proposition (5.4). Suppose P e siSP n if 0s and < , > is positive definite.

If the curvature operator RXY has all the symmetry properties that would be satisfied

if P were parallel, then P is in fact parallel.

Proof. This result follows easily from the definition of A<p, Proposition (5.1) and

Proposition (5.3).

As as application of Proposition (5.4) we obtain a result of Tachibana [17]. The

curvature operator of complex projective space (with the usual metric and almost

complex structure) is given by the formula

(RwxY, Z> = F«W, YXX, Z}-(W, Z><X, F>
} + (JW, YXJX, Z> - (JW,ZXJX, Y} + 2(JW, X}(JY, Z».

Let AT be a Riemannian almost complex manifold whose curvature operator is

given by (5.4). Proposition (5.4) shows that if the almost complex structure J of M

is almost Kählerian, then it is in fact Kählerian. The results at the end of this section

show that a corresponding result holds for the class Jfctf.

In a different direction we have the following two theorems for the case of posi-

tive definite metrics.

Theorem (5.5). Suppose P is a vector cross product on a Riemannian manifold AT,

F is in s/jT(0, n) (n ̂  4), si0>(O, 7, 2) n SfSH^s, 7, 2) or si3^, 8, 3) n .5^(0, 8, 3),

and AT is conformally flat. Denote by k and R the Ricci and Ricci scalar curvature

ofM.
(i) I/k is positive semidefinite on AT, then it is identically zero and P is parallel.

(ii) If F^O on AT, then R vanishes identically on AT and P is parallel.

Proof. Suppose AT is conformally flat. Then for W, X, Y,Ze 3E(AT),

(Rwx Y, Z> = (w_~*_2) « W, Y) <X, Z>-<IF, Z> <X, 7»

(5.5) j
+ n~=2(k(W' YKX,Z}-k(W,Z)(X, F>

+k(x, z)< w, y> - k(x, F)< w, z».
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(Here F = 2?=i ||F,| ~2/c(F¡, F,) for an orthogonal frame field {Ex,..., En}.) From

(5.5) it follows that if Xx,..., Xre X(M) are mutually orthogonal,

(r+ l)y(Xi, • • -, X„ P(Xx, ...,Xr)) = ("I^1^) I*« * • • • A ir,!1

+£t 2 KX,, Xi)\\Xx A • v A-ii A • • • A *r||2.

Therefore, if we choose the Ffc's in (5.3) so that |Fk||2 = l we obtain

A9(Xx,...,Xr,P(Xx,...,Xr))

= 2 IIV^FX^,...,^)!2
fc = i

(5'6) +(n-l)(«-2) "Xl A ' " A f'l,+*^f»• " " *r)'P{Xu " " *r))

+ (l-^).¿*(Jü.«)l^i-A"-A $ A • • • A X, 2

The hypotheses of the theorem imply that the left-hand side of (5.6) vanishes;

hence (i) follows. Furthermore from (5.6) we obtain

2     A<p(Eh,...,Eir,P(E)l,...,Eu))=      2       \\^EkiP)iEh,...,Elr)\\2
ii.y, = i k.yi.yr = i

D„r-2

+       ^ {(r+l)«3-(r2 + 3r + 2)«2 + (2r2 + 5r-l>z-2(r-l)}.

Then (ii) follows from this equation.

Theorem (5.6). Suppose P is a vector cross product on a Riemannian manifold,

and assume P is in j/jT(0, «) (n = 4), ¿¡/^>(0, 7, 2) O ¿^(0, 7, 2), or s/&>(0, 8, 3)

n 6^^(0, 8, 3). If M is a hypersurface of a flat Riemannian manifold M, then M

cannot have positive Ricci scalar curvature.

Proof. Let {Elt..., E„}be an orthonormal frame field on an open subset of M

such that at a point m each of the F¡'s is an eigenvector of X -> TXN where yV is a

unit normal to M and F is the configuration tensor of M. Write TEiN— /c,yV,

z = l,..., n. Then

(5.7) (REiE¡Ek,E¡) = KiKj(8tk8n-8u8jk),

by the Gauss equation (see, e.g., [10]), and so

(r + l)y(Ex, ...,Er+1) = (2 "i^M^i» • • •» £+0-
\i*y       /
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Thus (5.3) reduces to

A9(Ei, ...,Er, P(EU ..., Er)) = 2 l|VB,(F)(F1,..., Fr)||2
k = l

+ 2F + k(P(Eu ..., Er), P(Ei,..., ET))

+ 2 k(Ei, Ei).
i = l

From this we obtain

2     A<p(Eh,...,EiT,P(Eh,...,EJr))
h.>r = l

= «-2(2«2 + (r+l)«-r+l)F+      J      \\^k(P)(Eh,...,Eir)\\2.
k.ii.i,= l

The theorem follows from this equation.

Next we look at the class Jfiï.

Theorem (5.7). Suppose P is nearly parallel. Then for X, Z1;..., Zr e 3£(AT) we

have

I VX(F)(Z1;..., Zr)||2 = <FXZlA- A Z2 A • • • A Zr, Zi A • • • A Zr>

(5.8) + 2 <P(A-,Z2,.. .,RXZiZi,.. .,ZT),P(Zi,.. .,Zr)>
i = 2

- <FXZlF(A-, Z2,..., Zr), P(Zi,..., Zr)>.

Proof. It is not hard to see, using the fact that F is nearly parallel, that

(5.9) I Vx(F)(Zl5..., Zr) ||2 = - FXZi(çp)(A-, Z2,...,Zr,P(Zi,..., Zr)).

Expansion of the right-hand side of (5.9) yields the right-hand side of (5.8).

Corollary (5.8). The curvature operator of an almost Hermitian manifold

whose almost complex structure is nearly parallel satisfies the identities

(5.10) <VW(J)(X), Vy(/)(Z)> = <FWX Y, Z> - <FWX JY, JZ},

(5.11) <RJWJXJY,JZy = <,RwxY,Zy,

(5.12) k(JW,JX) = k(W, X),

(5.13) y(JW,JX) = y(W,X),

for W, X,Y,Ze 36(AT).

Proof. As a special case of (5.8) we have

||VX(J)(F)||2 = <FxyA", F>-<Fxy7A-,7F>
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for X, YeX(M). Linearization of this equation together with the first Bianchi

identity yields

3(RwxY,Zy-<RXYJX,JZy + (RwzJX,JYy-2(RwxJY,JZy

= <VW(/)(F), VX(7)(Z)>-<VW(FXZ), Vx(y)(F)> + 2<Vw(F)(A-), Vy(F)(Z)>

for W, X, Y,Ze X(AT).

We replace Y and Z by JY and JZ and subtract the result from (5.14). Since

Vv(J)(V) + Vju(J)(JV)=0 for all U, V e 3£(AT), we obtain after some simplification

(5 15)   4<Vw{J)(n V^-/^Z»

= 5<FWX Y,Zy- 5(RWXJY, JZy- <RWJXJY, Z>- <FWX Y, JZ>.

In (5.15) we replace X and Y by TA" and JY and add 1/5 of the resulting equation

to (5.15). We then obtain (5.10).

Two applications of (5.10) yield (5.11). Finally, (5.12) and (5.13) are easy con-

sequences of (5.11).

Proposition (5.9). Suppose P is an r-fold nearly parallel vector cross product,

not of Type II, on a hypersurface M of a conformally flat pseudo-Riemannian manifold

AT. Assume that the normal bundle of M in AT has positive definite metric, assume all

the eigenvalues of A" ->• TXN are real and determine X -*■ TXN, and let the signature

of M be (s, t). Let F+ and F_ be the restrictions of the sectional curvature of M to

fields of 2-planes on which the metric of M is positive definite and negative definite

respectively. Then

(i) s^r+l implies (-1)SF_^0;

(ii) t^r+l implies ( -1)<+ rF+ ^ 0 ;

(iii) s^r-l implies (- 1)SF+ ̂ 0;

(iv) r^r-1 implies (-l)t+rK^0;

(v) F+ = F_ =0 ifP is parallel.

Proof. Let RXY, k, and F denote the curvature operator, Ricci curvature, and

Ricci scalar curvature of AT, and denote by F the configuration tensor field of AT

in AT. Choose a unit normal N on an open subset of AT and let W, X, Y, Z lie in

eigenspaces of A"->- TXN at a point me M, and denote the corresponding eigen-

values by kw, kx, ky and kz. From (5.5) and (5.7) it follows that the curvature

operator Fxy of M is given by the formula

(RwxY,Zy = («w^-^T))«^, F><A-,Z>-<IF,Z><A', F»

(5'16) +„4ï(W irK^,Z>-^(IF,Z)<A-, F>

+ k(X, Z)< IF, F> - k(X, F)< W, Z»,
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where dim M=n. In particular <FWXF, Z>=0 if W,X, Y,Z are mutually or-

thogonal. Choose X,Zx,...,Zre 3£(M) to be linearly independent eigenvectors of

X-± FxyV at «z £ M. Then from (5.8) and (5.16) we have

(5.17) ||Vx(F)(Z1,...,Zr)||2 = xni|r|«|z1|»---|zr|a

where FXZl denotes the sectional curvature of the plane spanned by X and Zx.

Here we require that {P(ZX,..., Zr), X}=0.

If s^ r+1, choose X, Z1(..., Zs-x to have negative norms. Then

Vx(P)(Zu...,Zr)

has a nonnegative norm, since it is orthogonal to X,Zx,...,Zs_x. Now (5.17)

implies (i). Furthermore the same type of argument yields (ii)—(v).

Next we specialize Proposition (5.9) to vector cross products of each of Types I,

III, and IV.

Theorem (5.10). Let J be a nearly Kahler almost complex structure on an n-

dimensional manifold M which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition (5.9). FAen

(i) K- ;=0 if M has signature (2, n-2);

(ii) K+ ̂ OifM has signature in —2, 2);

(iii) F^O if M has signature (0, «);

(iv) F^O if M has signature in, 0);

(v) K+=K-=0ifJis Kählerian;

(vi) J is Kählerian if K+ =F_ =0 and M has signature (0, «), («, 0), (2, 2), (2, 4)

or (A, 2).

Proof, (i)-(v) are immediate from Proposition (5.9) and (vi) is obvious if M has

signature (0, «), («, 0), or (2, 2). Suppose M has signature (2,4) or (4, 2). Choose an

orthogonal basis on an open subset of M of the form {Xx, JXx, X2, JX2, X3, JX3}.

Then if i,j, k are not equal, VX.(J)(X,) is a linear combination of Xk and JXk. By

(5.17) we have Vx¡(J)(X,) = 0. Thus / is Kählerian.

Theorem (5.11). Let P be a nearly parallel 2-fold vector cross product on a 1-

dimensional manifold M which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition (5.9). FAe«

(i) M has constant sectional curvature K;

(ii) F^0 if M has signature (0, 7);

(iii) K^OifM has signature (A, 3);

(iv) F is parallel if and only z/F=0.

Proof, (i) follows from (5.17), and (ii) and (iii) are special cases of Proposition

(5.9). The sufficiency of (iv) is clear; to prove the necessity let {Xx,...., X7} be an

orthogonal basis on an open subset of M such that X3=P(Xx, X2), X5-P(Xx, X¿),

X6=P(X2, Xi), and X7=P(X3, X¿). From Proposition (4.3) and the hypothesis that

F is nearly parallel it follows that VX((F)(A';, Xk) = pXl for all i, j, k for some / and p.

By (5.17) we have || VXi(P)(Xh Xk) \\2=0 and so VXi(P)(X„ Xk)=0. Thus F is parallel.
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Theorem (5.12). Fer P be a nearly parallel 3-fold vector cross product on an

8-dimensional manifold AT which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition (5.9). Then

AT is flat.

Proof. By Theorem (4.6), F is parallel. Hence by Proposition (5.9) (iii), AT is

flat.

6. Six-dimensional almost complex manifolds defined by means of a 3-fold

vector cross product. This section and the rest of the paper are devoted to the

most important kind of vector cross products on manifolds, namely almost

complex structures. We shall use Theorem (2.6) to generate an interesting class of

6-dimensional almost complex manifolds. Then we study these manifolds by means

of the configuration tensor F (i.e., the second fundamental form).

Let AT be a nondegenerate pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension 8 which

possesses a 3-fold vector cross product F. Then the metric tensor < , > of AT is

positive definite, negative definite, or has the signature (4, 4). The case of a negative

definite metric is essentially the same as that of a positive definite metric, and so

we shall henceforth exclude it from our discussion. Now suppose AT is a non-

degenerate 6-dimensional submanifold of A7 such that the restriction of the metric

tensor of A7 to the normal bundle of AT is positive definite. Then the metric tensor

of AT is positive definite or has signature (4, 2).

Assume that AT is orientable. Then the normal bundle of AT in AT is orientable

since AT is orientable. Since the normal bundle is 2-dimensional it has an almost

complex structure J defined on it. If we choose a unit normal N on an open subset

of AT, then N A JN is independent of N and may be extended to a global vector

2-field on AT; then \\NaJN\\2=1.

Definition. Let F denote the vector cross product of A7. Then J: 3£(AT) ->- 3£(AT)

is defined by JA =P(N, JN, A) for A e S(AT).

That J is actually an almost complex structure on AT is a consequence of Theorem

(2.6). Note that we have actually defined an almost complex structure on the

Whitney sum of the tangent bundle and the normal bundle of AT. Before proceeding

further it will be necessary to derive some formulas involving F and J.

Proposition (6.1). Let A,Be£(M) and let N be a unit normal on an open

subset of AT. Then

(6.1) P(JA, B, N) +JP(A, B,N)= - {JA, ByN- {A, ByjN;

(6.2) P(JA, JB, N)+P(A, B, N) = 2(JA, ByN.

Furthermore, exactly one of the following equations holds (depending on the kind of

3-fold vector cross product on AT) for a given vector cross product P.

(6.3) JP(N, A,B) = P(JN, A,B);

(6.4) JP(N, A, B) = -P(JN, A, B)-2(JA, ByN.
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Proof. To prove (6.1) we first observe that

(P(A, JA, N), B} = <P(yV, B, A), F(yV, JN, A)>

= i{||F(yV, B+JN, A)\\2- ||F(yV, JN, A)\\2- \\P{N, B, A)\\2}

= i{\\A\\2i\\B\\2+l)-(A, By2- MH2- M||2||F||2 + <^, F>2}

= 0.

Hence for C £ £(M) we have

(P(JA, B, N)+JP(A, B, N), Cy = (P(C, JA, N)+P(A, JC, N), By

= ±(P(A + C, J(A + C), N) -P(A, JA, N) -P(C, JC, N), By = 0.

Furthermore

(P(JA, B, N)+JP(A, B, N), yV> = -(JA, By

and

(P(JA, B, N)+JP(A, B, N),JNy = -(A, By.

Hence (6.1) follows; (6.2) is an easy consequence of (6.1).

To prove that one of (6.3) and (6.4) holds we may assume (on account of (6.1))

that A,JA,B, JB, and P(JN, A, B) are linearly independent. Then both JP(JN, A, B)

and F(yV, A, B) are orthogonal to these five vector fields. Furthermore

(JP(JN, A, B),JNy = -(JA, By = -<F(yV, A, F),/yV>.

Hence there exist functions a and ß on M such that

(6.5) a{JP(JN, A,B) + (JA, ByjN} = ß{P(N, A,B)-(JA, ByjN}.

Taking norms of both sides of equation (6.5) we find that a= ±ß. If a= —ß then

(6.3) holds, and if «= +ß then (6.4) holds.

Now suppose both (6.3) and (6.4) hold. Then F(yV, A, B) = (JA, ByjN. It follows

upon taking norms of both sides of this equation that M||2||F|2 — (A, F>2 =

(JA, By2. However, this equation is false whenever A, B, JA, JB are nonisotropic

and orthogonal.

For manifolds with a Cayley multiplication we can say more about the almost

complex structures induced from 3-fold vector cross products.

Proposition (6.2). Let M be an 8-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold with

a differentiable Cayley multiplication, and let M be a nondegenerate orientable

6-dimensional submanifold of M such that the restriction of the metric tensor of M

to the normal bundle of M is positive definite. Let Pt andP2 be the 3-fold vector cross

products on M which are defined by Cayley multiplication and are explicitly given

by (2.3) and (2.4) with e = l, respectively.

(i) Px defines an almost complex structure on M which satisfies (6.3).

(ii) F2 defines an almost complex structure on M which satisfies (6.4).
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(iii) The almost complex structures on M defined by Px andP2 coincide if and only

if M is always normal to the identity vector field of the Cayley multiplication.

Proof. We prove (ii) ; the proof of (i) is similar. We have

f2(a-, y,z) = -(x-oY)-z+<x, Yyz+(Y,zyx-(x,zyY

for all X, Y,Ze 3£(AT). Here a denotes the conjugation defined by means of the

Cayley multiplication. Let A, BeS(AT) and let A7 be a unit normal on an open

subset of AT. Then

JP(N, A, B) + (JA, ByN = P2(P2(A, B, N), N, JN)

= -(P2(A, B, N)■ oN)-JN-(P2(A, B, N), JNyN

= (((A ■ cB) ■ N- (A, ByN) ■ oN)-JN- (JA, ByN

= (A ■ oB) JN- (A, B)JN- (JA, ByN

= -P2(A, B, JN) - (JA, ByN.

Hence (6.4) holds.

To prove (iii) we first note that the almost complex structures F and J2 defined by

Pi and P2 respectively are given by the formulas

JXA = -N-(aJNA);       J2A = -(NoJN)A,

for A e X(M). Hence Jy —J2 if and only if

(6.6) (TV- aJN) A = N- (aJN- A)

for all A e £(M). From (6.6) it follows that the identity vector field F cannot be

orthogonal to both N and JN. Hence

(6.7) F = aN+bJN+cC

where a, b, c are functions on AT and Ce$(M), and, say, b^O. Substitution of

(6.7) into (6.6) shows that c=0, and so AT is normal to F.

Conversely if AT is always normal to F we may take N=E on AT. Then (6.6)

holds and so Ji=J2.

Let AT be an orientable 6-dimensional submanifold of F8. Furthermore, let the

Cayley multiplication at the origin of F8 be translated over all of F8 in the natural

way. It is easy to see that if AT is contained in the hyperplane of pure Cayley

numbers (i.e., those perpendicular to the identity) then the almost complex struc-

tures on AT defined by means of the two 3-fold vector cross products are the same

and coincide with Calabi's almost complex structure [6]. On the other hand if AT

is not contained in the hyperplane of pure Cayley numbers, then by Proposition

(6.2) the almost complex structures defined by the two 3-fold vector cross products

are different. In particular, on Se we obtain some new almost complex structures

which are almost Hermitian with respect to the natural metric of S6.
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We next consider the problem of giving conditions, in terms of the configuration

tensor F, that the almost complex structure J defined by JA =F(yV, JN, A) be in one

of the classes Jf, jVjT, ¿¿Jf, ÊJf, SfJf, or Jf. The following lemma will be useful.

Lemma (6.3). Let L: X(M)1 -»■ 3£(Af) be a pointwise linear map. Then for

A, Be X(M) and Z e XiM)1 we have

(6.8) (PiLZ, JZ, A)+PiZ, LJZ, A), By = (P(Z, LJZ ± JLZ, A), By.

Proof. We have by (6.3), (6.4), and (6.1),

(P(LZ, JZ, A)+P(Z, LJZ, A), By = ( +JP(Z, LZ, A)+P(Z, LJZ, A), By

= (P(Z, LJZ± JLZ, A), By.

In this lemma we have used " + " and " + " in the following senses. If (6.3)

holds " ± " is to be interpreted " + " and " + " is to be interpreted as " - ". If

(6.4) holds, then " + " and " + " are to be interpreted in the opposite way. We shall

continue to use these conventions.

The classes Jf, J?, and ifJf are the easiest to deal with, and so we consider them

first. As before we denote by F and <p the differential forms on M and M associated

with J and F.

Theorem (6.4). Suppose Pe@. Then J e Jf if and only if

(6.9) TAJB±JTAB = 0

for all A, Be%(M).

Proof. Let A, B,C e X(M) and let yV be a unit normal on an open subset of M.

Then

VA(F)(B, C) = (VAP(N,JN, B)-P(N,JN, VAB), C>

= (PiTAN, JN, B)+P(N, TAJN, B), C> + VA(<p)(N, JN, B, C).

Let LZ=TAZ for Z £ 3E(Af )■"-. Then by Lemma (6.3) we have

(6.10) VA(F)(B, C) = V^XyV, JN, B, C) + (P(N, TAJN ± JTAN, B), C>.

If F e 3P then the first term on the right-hand side of (6.10) vanishes. Now J e Jf if

and only if VA(F)(B, C)=0 for all A, B, CeX(M). By (6.10) this is equivalent to

the condition that TAJN±JTAN=0 for all A e X(M) and all unit normals yV. This

last condition is equivalent to (6.9).

Theorem (6.5). Suppose PeP. Then JeJf if and only if

(6.11) TAA + TJAJA = 0

for A £ X(M).
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Proof. If F e 3>, then it follows from (6.10) and (6.2) that for A, B, C e £(AT),

Í6 121    V^(F)(5' C)~ V"(F)(/5'C)
1 * = < W TAJN-JTJAJN± (JTAN+TJAN), B), C>.

The condition J effl is equivalent [11] to the vanishing of the left-hand side of

(6.12). Hence Je tf if and only if

(6.13) J(TAB+ TJAJB) ± (TAJB- TJAB) = 0

for all A, Be 3E(AT). Then (6.13) implies (6.11). On the other hand, linearization of

(6.11) yields TAB+TJAJB=0; this implies (6.13).

The mean curvature vector H of M in M is defined by 7T=2f=i |Fi||"2FBlFi,

where {Eu ..., F6} is any nondegenerate orthogonal basis on an open subset of AT.

We say that AT is a minimal variety of M if H vanishes identically on AT. The

holomorphic curvature of an almost complex manifold AT is the restriction of the

sectional curvature of AT to fields of 2-planes spanned by vector fields A and JA.

Corollary (6.6). Suppose PeSP and J edf. Then

(i) AT is a minimal variety of M;

(ii) if RAB and RAB denote the curvature operators of M and AT respectively, then

for A, B,C,De 36(AT)

(6.14) (RABC, Dy - (RJAJBJC, JDy = (RABC, 7» - (RJAJBJC, FD> ;

(iii) if M is flat, then the Ricci curvature k and Chern form y of M satisfy the

relations

k(JA, JB) = k(A, B) = y(JA, B) = -y(A, JB)

for A,BeX(M);

(iv) on holomorphic fields of 2-planes tangent to M the holomorphic curvature is

less than or equal to the corresponding sectional curvature of M.

Proof, (i) follows from (5.11), (ii) is an application of the Gauss equation [10],

and (iii) follows from (ii). For (iv) we have by the Gauss equation that for A e $(AT)

(6.15) KAJA = (TAA, TJAJAy - ||TAJA ||2+KAJA = - ||TAA ||2 - || TAJA ||2 + KAJA.

The formulas of Corollary (6.6) (iii) do not hold for arbitrary Hermitian manifolds,

e.g., the product of two odd-dimensional spheres of different dimension. We note

that ifJeJf, the first two terms on the right-hand side of (6.15) are the same.

Corollary (6.7). Suppose P e£P,J e 3V, and the metric of M is positive definite.

If the sectional curvature of M is nonpositive, then M is noncompact.

Proof. By Corollary (6.6) AT is a minimal variety. This implies (e.g., O'Neill [15])

that AT cannot be compact.

Theorem (6.8). IfPe^3>, then Je SfJf. In particular if M=R8 and P is the

ordinary vector cross product on AT, then we always have J e Sf$T.
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Proof. It is possible to give a direct proof; however, the following is simpler. It

suffices to prove the theorem locally. Therefore, locally at least, we can find an

orientable 7-dimensional manifold M' such that M^M'^M. By Theorem (2.6),

M' has a 2-fold vector cross product F' and by (4.10), P' e ¿fl?. Furthermore the

almost complex structure that P' induces on M is /. Again by (4.10), J e 6^Jf.

Next we consider the class âJf.

Theorem (6.9). Suppose Pe0>. Then J e Ijf if and only if for all A e 3£(Af )

(6.16) JÇTAA - TJAJA) ± 2TAJA = 0.

Proof. We have

VA(F)(F, C) + VJAiF)iJB, C) = <F(yV, TAJN+JTJAJN±iJTAN-TJAN), B), C>.

The rest of the proof is, except for a few sign changes, the same as the proof of

Theorem (6.5), and so we omit it.

Proposition (6.10). Suppose Pea" and J e âJf. Then the holomorphic curvature

of M is given by the formula

(6.17) 2F^= ||F^||2+IFMF4||2-6|F^||2 + 2F^

for A £ 3£(M), with |¿|a-±l.

Proof. This follows from the Gauss equation and Theorem (6.9)7

Next we derive a formula for quasi-Kähler manifolds involving the covariant

derivative VAiT) of the configuration tensor T. This will be useful in §7. Here

(see [12])

(6.18) VAÇT)B W = VAÇTB W) - TVaB W- TbVa W

for A, Be X(M) and We 3£(M). Also, for X,Y,Ze I(M) we denote by RXY Z the

curvature operator of M.

Theorem (6.11). Suppose Pe0> andJe StJf. Then for A, Be 3£(M) and all unit

normals N we have

(6 19)   <Vb^T)aA^b(T)jaJA, yV>±(VJBiT)AA + V]BiT)JAJA, JNy
K = (RABA + RJABJA -RAJAJB, yV> ± (RAJBA + RJAJBJA + RAJAB, JNy.

Proof. Linearization of (6.16) yields

(6.20) (TBC- TJBJC, yV> ± (TBJC+ T]BC, JNy = 0

for B, C e H{M). If we apply A e X(M) to the left-hand side of (6.20) it follows,

since F e ^ that

<VA(F)BC- VA(F),B/C, yV> ± <VA(F)B/C+ V¿(F),BC, JNy

(6.21) = <F(yV, TAJN±JTAN, B), -TJCN± Fc/yV>

+ (PiN,TAJN±JTAN, C), -T]BN±TBJNy.
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Letting A = C in (6.21) and using the Codazzi equation [12]

(VA(T)BC-VB(T)AC,Ny = -(RABC,Ny,

we obtain

(VB(T)AA - VJB(T)AJA, Ny ± <VB(T)AJA + VJB(T)AA, JNy

= (RABA - RAJBJA, Ny ± (RABJA - RA]BA, JNy

(6'22) - (P(N, TAJN ± JTAN, B), TJAN+TAJNy

-(P(N, TAJN±JTAN, A), TJBN+TBJNy.

Next we replace A by JA in (6.22) and add the result to (6.22); this yields (6.19).

Corollary (6.12). Suppose P e3P,J e 2.X, and M is flat. Then the mean curvature

vector H of M satisfies the equation

(6.23) F||7T||2 = +2(VJB(H),JHy

for all B e X(M).

Proof. If AT is flat then the right-hand side of (6.19) vanishes. Hence from (6.19)

we obtain

(6.24) <VB(77), JV> ± (VJB(H), JNy = 0.

We may replace TV by 77 in (6.24); this yields (6.23).

We now turn to the class JfJf.

Theorem (6.13). Suppose P e 0>. Then J e Jf$f if and only if there exists a l-form

ß on the normal bundle of M such that

(6.25) TAJN ± JTAN = ß(JN)A ± ß(N)JA

for all A e X(AT).

Proof. We have

(6.26) VA(F)04, B) = (P(N, TAN±JTAN, A), By

for A, Be 2¿(M). Assume that J e JfCif. Then

(6.27) TAJN±JTAN = ß(A, JN)A + a(A, JN)JA.

Since / e 2.X, it follows from (6.17) and (6.27) that a(A, JN) =±ß(A, N) and that ß

does not depend on A. It is then obvious from (6.27) that ß is linear on the normal

bundle.

Conversely, if (6.25) holds, then it follows from (6.26) that J e jVcf.

Corollary (6.14). Suppose that equation (6.25) holds. Then the mean curvature

vector field H is dual to —6ß.
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Proof. From (6.25) it follows that \\A\\ ~2(TAA + TJAJA, yV> = -2ß(N). From this

the corollary is immediate.

Using Theorem (6.10) we obtain in the next theorem a formula involving the

covariant derivative VB(/3) (B e X(M)). Here VB(ß)(N) = Bß(N)-ß(VBN).

Theorem (6.15). Suppose Pe0> and Je ¿VJf. Then for A, Be 3L(M) and all unit

normals N we have

(6 28)   2{Vb^N) ± V}Biß)(JN))\\A||2
= -(RABA + RJABJA-RA}AJB,Ny + (RAJBA + R}AJBAJ+RAjAB,JNy.

We omit the proof.

We conclude this section by considering the class s/Jf.

Theorem (6.16). Suppose Pe0> and Je j¡/Jf. Then M is a minimal variety ofM.

Proof. Let yV be a unit normal on an open subset of M. There exists an orthog-

onal frame field {Ex,JEx,E2,JE2,E3,JE3} on this open subset such that ||F(||2

= ± 1 and F(yV, Elt E2)= ||F3||2F3. The last equation is to be permuted cyclically.

In the following computation we let {i,j, k) be a cyclic permutation of {1, 2, 3}.

Then

(H,JNy = 2 ||Fi||2<F/älFi + F,Bi./Fi,./yV>
i = i

(6-29) = ± 2 <p(N> JT^N+t>b<N, Ei% Eky

- 2 WeÍFYE,, Ek)-V]EiiF)iJEh Ek)},

because of (6.12). Since Je âJf, (6.29) becomes

(H, JNy = ± 2 |Fi||2<Fi,/FBlyV+F7B,V>-2 2 VB|(F)(F,, E>¿

= -2 dFiEx, E2, E3).

Hence the theorem follows.

7. Some examples of six-dimensional almost complex manifolds. In this section

we consider some interesting special cases of the almost complex manifolds con-

sidered in the previous section. First we note the following theorem, in which we

use the notations and conventions of §6.

Theorem (7.1). Suppose Pe0>is,t,3) where s + t=%. Then of the conditions

below, (i) implies (ii), and (ii) implies (iii).

(i) There exists a parallel vector field N on M with ||yV||2 = l such that the

restriction of N to M is everywhere normal to M.

(ii) There exists a totally geodesic 1-dimensional submanifold M' of M with
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ATcAT' and a vector field N on M satisfying ||7V||2 = 1 whose restriction to AT' is

everywhere normal to AT'; furthermore the vector cross product P' induced on AT' by

means of Theorem (2.6) is parallel and induces the same almost complex structure J

on M that P does.

(iii) The group of the frame bundle of M can be reduced to SU(3) or SU(2, 1).

Proof. To show that (i) implies (ii) consider the distribution {x e ATm | <x, 7Vm>

= 0} on AT. Since TV is parallel, it is not hard to see that this distribution is integrable

and that its integral submanifolds are totally geodesic. Hence AT lies in one of the

integral manifolds, say AT'. It follows from (4.7) that the vector cross product F'

on AT' is parallel. Finally Theorem (2.6) implies thatP' induces the almost complex

structure J on AT.

That (ii) implies (iii) follows from Theorem (2.7).

We now give a description of the almost complex structures on 6-dimensional

manifolds defined by means of 2-fold vector cross products. For the case that AT'

is Euclidean space and the metric on AT' is the usual positive definite one, this has

been done by Calabi [6], Gray [11], and Yano and Sumitomo [22]. The classes Jf,

JfX, SfX, and X are already covered by Proposition (4.7), Theorem (4.8),

Theorem (4.10), and Theorem (6.5) respectively. Hence we need only consider the

classes Jjf and X.

In the rest of this section we shall assume that AT' is a 7-dimensional pseudo-

Riemannian manifold with signature (0, 7) or (4, 3) and that M is an orientable

hypersurface of A/'. If TV is a globally defined unit normal to AT then the almost

complex structure J on AT is defined by JA =P'(N, A) for A e 3£(AT), where F' is a

vector cross product on AT'. As usual F denotes the configuration tensor field of

AT in AT'.

We may always imbed AT' as a totally geodesic submanifold of an 8-dimensional

pseudo-Riemannian manifold AT with a vector cross product F which gives rise to

F' by means of Theorem (2.6). If F' is parallel, F may be chosen to be parallel. It

follows that all the theorems of §6 apply a fortiori to the almost complex structure

determined by F'.

We first consider the class 2.X.

Proposition (7.2). Suppose P' e 0>. Then

(i) J e 2.X if and only if

(7.1) TAA = TJAJA

for all A e 3£(AT); furthermore (7.1) implies that TAJA=0far A e 1(M);

(ii) ifJelX and A is an eigenvector at a point me M of X-^ TXN, then so is JA ;

hence the eigenspaces of ' X -> TXN have even dimension.

Proof, (i) follows from Theorem (6.9) and (ii) follows from the linearization of

(7.1).
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Proposition (7.3). Suppose P'e 3 and Je 2jT. Let k be an eigenvalue of X^TXN

at a point me AT. Then if A, Be 3£(A7) and TAN= kA at m, we have

(7.2) 2(Bk) \\A I)2 = < - R'ABA - R'JABJA + R'AJAJB, TV>,

w«ere R'AB denotes the curvature operator of AT'.

Proof. An easy calculation shows that (äc)M|2 = — (VB(T)AA, TV> where V is

the Riemannian connection of AT'. Now (7.2) follows from Theorem (6.11).

In the case that AT' is Euclidean space and F' is a natural vector cross product

we can completely determine all quasi-Kählerian almost complex manifolds. The

following theorem sharpens a result of Yano and Sumitomo [22].

Theorem (7.4). Let M be an orientable hypersurface of AT' = F7 with unit normal

TV and let the almost complex structure J on M be determined by an ordinary vector

cross product P' on AT' and let AT' have the usual positive definite metric. If

J e ÜJf (0, 6), then (up to isometry of AT') AT is an open submanifold of one of the

following three manifolds:

(i) a hyperplane;

(ii) a sphere SB(r) of radius r>0;

(iii) a submanifold of the form S2(r) x A? where S2(r) is a 2-dimensional sphere of

radius r>0 contained in a 3-dimensional subspace of AT' which is closed under

vector cross products, and AT is a subspace of dimension 4.

Proof. Let the eigenvalues of X ->- TXN be ku ..., kb. If J e 2Jf, it follows from

Proposition (7.2) that the /q's can be numbered so that k1 = kí, k2 — k6 and k3 = ks.

Then by Proposition (7.3) the k,'s are constant. Cartan [7] has proved that this

implies that there are at most two distinct *('s; furthermore one of the /(¡'s is zero.

It follows that AT is an open submanifold of one of the spaces listed above, or

possibly an open submanifold of S*(r) x F2 where S*(r) is a 4-dimensional sphere

or of S2(r) x F4 where S2(r) is not contained in a 3-dimensional subspace of AT'

closed under vector cross products. To complete the proof we exclude the latter

two possibilities.

We prove that the almost complex structure J on S*(r) x F2 cannot be quasi-

Kählerian; the proof in the other case is similar. Now, no 5-dimensional subspace

of AT' can be closed under 2-fold vector cross products. It follows that there exists

A e l(S\r) x F2) which is tangent to S\r) such that JA is not tangent to S*(r).

Then the configuration tensor F of 54(r) x F2 is given by the formula

(7.3) TÁB= -(llr*KAuBi>N

where TV is the outward normal and Ax denotes the component of A tangent to

S\r). If A is chosen as above then from (7.3) it follows that TAA^TJAJA and so

J$ 2X

We note two further formulas for the class 2X.
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Proposition (7.5). Suppose P' e & andJeäJf. Then for A, B, C, D e X(M) we

have

(7.4) (RABC, £>> - (RJA]BJC, JDy = (R'ABC, Z>> - (R'JA]BJC, JD).

Furthermore if M' is flat, then

(7.5) kÇIA, JB) = kiA, B) = (TAB, //>-yiA, JB).

Proof. The Gauss equation [10] implies (7.4), and (7.5) follows from (7.4).

Next we turn to the class s#Jf and give a short proof of a result due to Yano and

Sumitomo [22] analogous to Theorem (4.9). However, the theorem we are about to

prove is deeper because it uses Theorem (7.4), but more restricted since it only works

for positive definite metric.

Theorem (7.6). Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem (7.4) are satisfied. If in

addition J e s#Jf(0, 6), zAe« M is an open submanifold of a hyperplane of R1.

Proof. M is an open submanifold of one of the three manifolds listed in Theorem

(7.4). On the other hand, by Theorem (6.16) M is a minimal variety of F7. Hence M

must be an open submanifold of a hyperplane.

We remark that in the general case where M' is not Euclidean space F7, a result

slightly stronger than Theorem (6.16) holds.

Theorem (7.7). Suppose P' esi0>(s,t,2) where s+t=l and Je s¿Jf(s, t-l).

Then M is a minimal variety of M'.

The proof is given in [11] (for the positive definite case).

Next we turn to the explicit construction of nonflat 6-dimensional Kahler

manifolds defined by means of 3-fold vector cross products. This is accomplished

in the next theorem, in which a very strange phenomenon occurs: The property of

being Kählerian depends upon the proper choice of 3-fold vector cross product.

Let M=RB have either signature (0, 8) or (4, 4), let M be a 4-dimensional sub-

space closed under a given 3-fold vector cross product P on M, and assume that the

induced metric on M has signature (0, 4) or (2, 2). Choose any linear almost com-

plex structure 7: M -> M and denote the induced manifold almost complex

structure on M by J also. Let M* be any 2-dimensional submanifold of M. Write

M=M® M and choose unit normal vector fields N and JN locally on M* x M

so that yV A JN is globally defined on M * x M. As usual we denote by J the almost

complex structure on M= M* x M defined by JA =P{N, JN, A) for A e 3£(Af* x M),

where F is an ordinary vector cross product on F8.

Theorem (7.8). Suppose that M* is an almost complex submanifold of M with

respect to J. Hence up to sign J and J agree on X(M*) and £(M*)X n 3£(A?). Then

(i) the almost complex structure J on M* x M is Hermitian ;

(ii) if P satisfies (2.3), then J is Kählerian if and only z/(a) J= ±J on £(M*)

u (X(M*Y n X(M)) or (b) M* is totally geodesic in M;
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(iii) ifP satisfies (2.4), then J is Kählerian if and only if (a) J= ±Jon 3c(M*) and

J=+Jon X(M*Y n £(M), or (b) M* is totally geodesic in M.

Proof. Since M* is an almost complex submanifold of M, it is a minimal sub-

variety of M [10]. Hence M* x M is a minimal variety of M, and in fact if

AeH(M*xM) with M||V0, then \A\\-\TAA + T]AJA) is the mean curvature

vector of M* x M. Hence (i) follows.

We prove (ii); the proof of (iii) is similar. For A, Be X(M* x M) we let Ax and Bx

denote the components of A and B tangent to M*. IfP is given by (2.3) then

(7.6) 0 = TAJB-JTAB = TAlJBx-JTAlBx.

Hence either (ii)(a) holds, or 2JTAxBx=0 for all A, Be X(M* x M). In the latter

case M* must be flat.

Finally we consider the case when M* is not necessarily an almost complex

submanifold of Ñ.

Theorem (7.9). Let J denote the almost complex structure on M* x M defined by

JA =F(yV, JN, A) for A e $(M* x M). Then

(i) J eJf if and only if M* is a minimal variety of M;

(ii) J £ 2. Jf, J $ ¿¡ÍJf u jVjf if and only if M* is locally isometric to a sphere

S2(r), imbedded in the usual way in Ñ;

(iii) Me Sfjf, M$2LJf n Jf if and only ifM* is neither a minimal variety nor

locally isometric to a sphere S2(r), imbedded in the usual way in M.

Proof, (i) and (ii) may be proved in the same fashion as (i) of Theorem (7.8).

Then (iii) follows from (i) and (ii).
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